Informal institutions such as the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI) have increasingly been at the forefront of global efforts to counter proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Yet a number of countries with strong non-proliferation credentials and incentives to stop likely proliferators have hesitated to join it. We use insights from alliance theory to explain this counterintuitive situation, and frame the decisions of states that are considering joining the PSI as maximizing between security, autonomy, and influence. We argue that while the PSI and similar institutions are comparatively flexible and less rigid in nature, they also exert a lesser constraint on the more powerful states than do international organizations (IO) which reduce uncertainty by freezing the existing hierarchies in place. We then look at a collection of states that vary in their positions on American hegemony, and find that security interests are predominantly decisive among hegemonic and supporter states and nuclear capable states, which are in favour of supporting the PSI, while counter-hegemonic motivations are largely decisive among states that reject the PSI. Consequently, the perceived lack of legitimacy of informal frameworks by states that are sceptical of US hegemony not only undermines the long-term effectiveness of such frameworks, but also reinforces scepticism of US hegemony. The desirability of increasing informalization of security arrangements should therefore be reappraised in the light of systemic stability.
Introduction
The existing nuclear non-proliferation regime is under pressure on two fronts: discontent with its efficacy on the part of established states that support it, and criticism of the regime's legitimacy by new powers predominantly from the Global South.
1 While established states of the international community have a score of formal frameworks in place to deal with the growing challenges of non-proliferation, these are perceived as having become inadequate and cumbersome. One could argue that, given the need to act quickly against states that are about to acquire or improve their nuclear capabilities and delivery systems, efficiency has become the key concern. A group of states, therefore, has opted for a solution in the form of an informal institution-the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI). The PSI was established in 2003 by a group of 11 countries-the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Japan, and Australia-and has since expanded to today's 105 'endorsing states'. 2 It is important to note that the Statement has no legal force and is not a legally binding document as such, and that although the PSI effectively exercises extensive intrusions on state sovereignty through inspections, by endorsing the Statement, states do not agree to be subject to such inspections. 3 In contrast, the PSI also presents states with a different problem, as it risks underestimating the long-term legitimacy of established and formalized non-proliferation efforts. The PSI fits the pattern of increasing informalization of global governance that has emerged since the late 1990s, so contradicting the tendency towards legalization of world politics. 4 While the phenomenon is not new, we witness a seeming acceleration of the trend. Informalization need not take place through communities of practice, 5 although shared understanding of common goals is necessary. In that way, informalization leads to the emergence of standalone groupings where countries are bound together by virtue of their joint effort to achieve a certain goal.
They are not, however, bound by legal arrangements (at least not immediately and directly), but through expectations based on shared norms. In such way, they are building on an informal character of law. 6 Powerful and not-so-powerful states alike have sought out a variety of ad hoc and flexible solutions to manage short-term crises and long-term international affairs. One need not look far for examples: the 'G' groupings-G7, G20, G77, and so on-have become increasingly important mediums for policymakers to meet and discuss the governance of issues to do with the global economic system, rather than seek out the more appropriate formal organizations like the International Monterary Fund (IMF) or the World Trade Organization (WTO). Similarly, discussions on issues of political-military security-ostensibly reserved for settlement in the UN Security Council 7 -are more and more pursued in an informal manner, within settings such as the P5þ1 group of states to deal with Iran's nuclear programme, and the Six Party Talks to negotiate the North Korean nuclear programme.
The most obvious and striking example of informalization was arguably the George W. Bush Administration's 2003 decision to bypass resistance by France, China, and Russia in the UN Security Council by resorting to a 'coalition of the willing' for its actions in Iraq. 8 Yet, it was not only the superpower that chafed at the restraints of formal internationalism. 9 Ironically, in the decade that followed Iraq, France itself was not immune to impatience with its partners, as its security policy increasingly turned towards multilateralism a la carte in ad hoc coalitions with the United States and the UK (see Mali and Libya, or bilateral defence cooperation with the UK through the 2010 Lancaster House agreement). 10 This shift towards informalization by the three states that championed the formal frameworks in the wake of World War II could be seen as the proverbial canary in the coalmine for the future of formal arrangements in global governance. Yet, our article is not about why states choose informality or about informalization writ large, or dissecting long-term trends. The argument here is not that informal international organizations are crowding out their formal counterparts (indeed, some informal arrangements eventually become more legalized), or that informalization is bad per se, but rather that this is not a trivial phenomenon, especially as power in the international system is in the process of being redistributed. We aim instead to explain which types of states prefer informal arrangements over more formal arrangements, and under what circumstances. Specifically, when it comes to the governance of international security, the tendency towards informalization reveals clear distinctions between states which are not always obvious at first glance. It is not the case that states that normally champion formalized multilateralism oppose the PSI, and nor is the initiative supported by states that are most threatened by proliferation. Rather, we see states settling between contradicting motives.
But the PSI is not a group of America's friends. During the Cold War, the American and Soviet superpowers used bribes and threats to coerce other, non-nuclear states to accede 14 Yet, the PSI includes participants from 105 countries, of which around only one-third live under the US nuclear umbrella, or enjoy an alliance with the United States. Key participating European countries, such as France and Germany, entered the PSI at precisely the time that they were highly critical of other aspects of US unilateralism, as exemplified by the 2003 Iraq invasion and its flexible 'coalition of the willing'. The prominent and continued participation of Russia is especially telling, as it could hardly be considered to have been an American friend over the past decade. Therefore, one cannot simplistically argue that the PSI is a group of US friends; a more thorough explanation that takes combinations of motives into account is needed.
In this article, we advance the argument that this differentiation can be explained by the unequal distribution of power within informal institutions, specifically in the variation in attitudes towards American hegemony. Attitudes towards American power vary across the world. 15 Structural realists have trouble accounting for the absence of balancing behaviour against the US and the concomitant absence of perception of threat among most major players in the international system. 16 Attitudes to American power vary also among the Formal institutions, through their fixed decision-making structures, mitigate uncertainty and regularize power. They allow less powerful countries to augment their power, and partially bind the power of great powers. 19 Informal institutions do not possess these features to the same extent. Instead, they are structured according to existing international hierarchies that they consequently replicate and strengthen. 20 We argue that policymakers face a trilemma when assessing participation in informal institutions-whether to pursue security, influence, or autonomy. The trilemma is the driving force behind their considerations. Ideally, policymakers seek to maximize all three aspects. This, however, is impossible for most states, and certainly so in the case of transnational challenges such as the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD). What tradeoffs policymakers are willing to make depend on how pressing they perceive the security considerations to be, how much influence there is to be gained or lost, and how much autonomy policymakers are comfortable about surrendering to achieve other goals (such as security). Apart from security and autonomy, participation in institutions can-under certain conditions-also give the participating state greater influence in shaping the preferences of the policymakers of other states. Yet, these trade-offs are shaped by the differences in power between them, and what their attitudes are towards American power.
The PSI is the best example through which to illustrate these informalization trade-offs. A large number of states participate in it, and it pursues non-proliferation of WMDs-an uncontroversial, though not universally embraced, policy goal. Taken at face value, the PSI could possibly provide a highly efficient and little-recognized mechanism to stem the actual flows of WMDs. 21 We argue that it is precisely the stress it places on the policy autonomy of states that makes their policymakers uneasy about participation in the PSI. Finally, it is already a favourite example of scholars working on informalization, 22 and we draw on this example too to make our point about the varying impact of informalization per policy domain. Our article proceeds as follows. In the next section we outline the theoretical argument about informal institutions and the importance of power disparities and considerations. In the subsequent section, we present the Proliferation Security Initiative. In the fourth section, we present a set of hypotheses for why states should support or oppose participation in the PSI, and introduce cases that cover countries with different levels of direct threat but a general preference for formal multilateralism. The fifth section provides an empirical study of a selection of countries' (non)-participation in the PSI and the reasons for it. The sixth section provides a discussion and a conclusion.
Power and (In)formal Institutions
Before we discuss the specific implications of the PSI, it is worthwhile to consider the motives behind states' preference for informalization, and how this relates to their relative power. The fundamental motivation for informalization is flexibility, quick process, and avoidance of spotlight. Concretely, formal international institutions have an under-appreciated benefit other than that simply of uncertainty reduction: owing to their transparency, their decisions are procedurally legitimate and therefore have the potential to last over the long-term. Procedural legitimacy decreases both domestic and international opposition to powerful states, and also dramatically reduces their transaction costs. 31 Furthermore, it has a selfreinforcing effect: if states historically are prone to conducting certain policies in a formalized and multilateral manner, this is likely to strengthen the beliefs of policymakers in the importance of procedural legitimacy. In rational and liberal institutionalist arguments, the benefits of institutions are recognized to be those of freezing the distribution of power, abetting information asymmetries, and creating an environment conducive to future cooperation (whether by providing the 'shadow of the future' in the rationalist argument or socialization in liberal institutionalism). 32 The preferences of states to seek solutions through formal institutions, therefore, are unlikely to change when circumstances do.
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The stability of these arrangements is particularly relevant because the contemporary frameworks of formal international organizations were constructed under the condition of US power. Ikenberry 34 argues that the puzzling persistence of stable and cooperative relations among the industrial democracies after the Cold War was inter alia possible due to a combination of restraint on the part of the United States and of the institutions that created constraints on the United States, which reduced the long-term implications of asymmetries of power. In other words, supporters of US hegemony know that they can shape and influence US behaviour, and while this constrains the US, it also ensures that it does not have to deal with costly counterbalancing behaviour. 35 In this respect, informalization risks shifting power back to great powers. While we do not explore this dimension in this article, it is well known that networks are even more prone to influence by powerful actors who can steer the whole networks to follow their interests. In this article we expand on the argument on (in)formal international organizations and power relations by drawing from the literature on alliance building that most explicitly deals with the question of trade-offs between ends, such as security, autonomy, and influence. Of particular use to the distinction between formal and informal is the notion of signalling commitment, found in the different literatures on alliances. As the work on entanglement and abandonment shows, 39 should commitment be signalled too strongly,
states lose policy autonomy; should it be signalled too weakly, states risk failure of the institution. Crucially, powerful and weaker states interpret the need to show commitment differently: the weaker member(s) will worry that the alliance will not work, while the stronger ally/allies will worry that the alliance will work, in effect, only too well. 40 Yet, for the weaker states autonomy is in any case difficult to achieve-isolation or neutralism are not always available or risk-free options. States may further consider membership of an alliance an opportunity to shape the preferences of the other states, or to bind them, 41 and weaker states may find the loss of autonomy acceptable in order to gain influence. Participation in formal institutions, therefore, does more than affect the relative security and autonomy of states; it also affects the influence they can wield. When a state achieves security and influence through entry into formal institutions, it is at the cost of autonomy and room to manoeuvre in national policymaking. When a state achieves autonomy and influence-an option open only to powerful states-it diminishes its security because it increases the uncertainty of other states towards it. Powerful states will-in principlealways lose relatively more autonomy than weaker states when they join an institutionyet weaker states, by definition already having less autonomy-themselves benefit from appearing benign through allowing constraint.
We argue here that similar dynamics apply in the debates on proliferation as in other arenas of global governance, but that the additional and unique dynamics at play bring it more in line with organizations for 'hard' security, like alliances. States similarly try to maximize between security, autonomy, and influence, and the level of formalization of institutions has impact on how they can do so. Formalization of non-proliferation will constrain powerful nuclear states in their attempts to use their power to prevent any competition with their nuclear status. Without such formalization, weaker states may assume that the actions of the powerful states present a risk to them. The more believable the commitment of the powerful state and the constraints it allows, the greater the extent to which weaker states are put at ease. This makes the calculations of policymakers, when considering informal institutions such as the PSI versus more formal institutions such as the NPT, reflect the logic inherent in alliance choices. By stressing informalization through the PSI the more powerful state sends the signal that it is shrugging off the chains that constrain its power, and weaker states will interpret this action in light of existing perceptions of the powerful state. The attitude towards formalization, therefore, has clearly different implications for states with different attitudes towards the most powerful, hegemonic state. Informality is therefore unproblematic when the norm is fairly formal and full of trust. However, while we may have become used to stability of alliances and other formal institutions, it should be noted that informality and weak commitment is historically the norm until the post-World War II era.
Such thinking is in line with the argument advanced by Wallander and Keohane. 42 Their typology of security institutions divides such institutions on the basis of whether the threat they face is internal or external, and whether their institutionalization is high or low. According to Wallander and Keohane, alliances are the prime example of highlyinstitutionalized settings directed against an external threat. We argue that the likes of the PSI resemble what Wallander and Keohane call 'alignments'. The only difference between alliances and alignments, in the typology of Wallander and Keohane, is in their levels of institutionalization. This makes alliance theory particularly useful to gain insights into the functioning of informal institutions such as the PSI.
The Proliferation Security Initiative
The PSI was announced by US President George W. Bush in 2003, and joined initially by a group of 11 like-minded states-the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Japan, and Australia, also called as the 'core group'-to combat the illicit spread of WMDs. The bulk of PSI activities focus on preemptive interdiction, at sea, land and air, of WMD-related cargo. The core group was responsible for drafting the Statement of Interdiction Principles, the document at the heart of the PSI. Endorsement of this non-binding document makes countries become an 'endorsing state' of the PSI, which as of today, 105 states have done. 43 The goal of the PSI is 'to stop proliferation related trade in WMDs, related materials and delivery systems' and it is open to 'every state, regardless of size or location, concerned about the spread of WMD'. The 'core group' was disbanded in 2005 and transformed into a group of 21 leading countries, called the 'Operational Experts Group'. In addition to the endorsing countries, the United States signed ship-boarding agreements with 11 flag-of-convenience states representing the bulk of global shipping, so allowing the US to board, inspect, and possibly also detain cargo on board of ships flying the flag of these countries. 44 Curiously, after a fairly conspicuous, if not controversial, start the PSI has become less discussed. Indeed, a cursory search of the Lexis Nexis newspaper archive shows that, after an initial wave of reporting from 2003 to 2006, it only incidentally appears in the near-decade that follows. This decline in attention might reflect its in transparent nature, or perhaps that it is secretly successful. Yet, the diminished attention understates the revolutionary nature of the initiative.
The PSI has been criticized for being too intransparent in its decision-making and activities, as neither of the two is public or even reported. 45 Indeed, the PSI's intransparent nature is a deliberate part of its design-in his interview with Arms Control Today, John Bolton, the PSI's chief architect, argued that 'the public should not expect to hear about . . . seizures. [ . . . ] there have been successful interdictions since the initiative's launch but that they have not been made public, nor will they be'. Bolton warned that too much publicity could impair the initiative. 46 Similarly, the PSI is until today deliberately ambiguous-the Statements of Interdiction Principles do not specify or provide legal basis for PSI interdiction and ship-boarding on high-seas, their very purpose.
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Nor has the US ever considered eventually formalizing the PSI. The explicit goal was to make the PSI 'an activity not an organization'. 48 The For many countries the cost-benefit calculation is more complex than the argument that the PSI is good because WMD proliferation is bad. In the next section, we will hypothesize what considerations can drive countries' decision-making, making them either more or less likely to support the PSI. We organize these considerations into consequences for the security, influence, and autonomy of states, and thereby generate a series of hypotheses that we can test through our cases.
Why Either Support or Actively Abstain from the PSI? 51
In this section we deduce a series of expectations from the goods and risks that the PSI should offer states that either support or oppose it, according to their variation on the following dimensions: vulnerability to the threat of regional proliferators; access to (extended) deterrence; relative power; and attitude towards American power.
Support the PSI

Security
States confronted with a regional security threat whose aim is to attain or expand its nuclear weapons (and their means of delivery)-or that is on the verge of doing so-should be more likely to strongly support counter-proliferation measures. This pressure will also apply in the case of a direct regional competitor, which is not an imminent threat. The pressure exists regardless of whether or not the state is a nuclear weapon state, as the introduction of nuclear weapons changes the strategic calculations in any region. Such expectation is in line with what we know about the great power non-proliferation policy-that great powers are likely to strongly oppose proliferation when this impedes their own power projection capabilities. 52 This applies even more so to states which are close to those most likely to be currently pursuing nuclear weapons-North Korea and Iran-and that have had pre-existing conflicts with these states. Even when states are not directly threatened, the general risk of non-proliferation, stemming from the nuclear weapons' undermining of collective security, should generally make states support counter-proliferation efforts.
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Influence States that already possess nuclear weapons-or that possess the technology that would allow them rapidly to do so-should be more likely to support counter-proliferation measures, as this allows them to monopolize one of the major means to status and political influence. Nuclear weapons are trump cards in any escalation of conflicts. 54 Similarly, existing hegemons and their supporters have incentive to prevent changes in the regional or global distribution of power which could be the result of emergence of new nuclear powers. Nuclear weapons also allow weaker states to employ asymmetric strategies in conflicts of interest with more powerful states.
Autonomy
States that perceive themselves as constrained by formal frameworks from effectively acting against proliferation and other risks should be more likely to support these informal institutions. This applies to all powerful states, most specifically those with conventional military and nuclear capabilities. The PSI-which allows interdiction upon suspicion-provides the most effective tool to counter proliferation in the short term. These three motives are likely to complement one another: existing nuclear states are more likely also to be the most powerful, with a broader conception of their national interest, and so more likely to be constrained by formal institutions. However, as the three motives for opposing or abstaining from the PSI suggest, there is no perfect match between these different motives, so making their nuances worthy of exploration. The
Security
States that perceive a direct threat to their security from within or outside their particular region which they believe could be deterred through nuclear weapons are likely to oppose any counter-proliferation strategies, because these restrict their room to manoeuvre in attaining national security. Specifically, this applies to those states without nuclear weapons (or without the ability to rapidly acquire them indigenously) that either border on-or have a history of confrontation with-a nuclear state. Similar considerations apply to countries that face a regional competitor not armed with nuclear weapons. Importantly, this consideration is unlikely to apply to existing nuclear powers.
Influence
States that benefit from the existing and highly formalized multilateral frameworks, because they deescalate conflict-prone power asymmetries, should oppose the current drift towards informalization. This applies to states that are in highly unequal (and dependent) relationships with the US, since such frameworks contain American preponderance. Policymakers with an eye towards preventing future proliferation will also oppose informalization efforts, as they risk undermining the long-term legitimacy of the existing nonproliferation frameworks through the shift of power to individual states. 55 American policymakers might themselves feel apprehension (but to a lesser degree), as informalization increases the risk of counterbalancing behaviour by other states. States may seek to challenge the creeping influence of unrestrained American power that the PSI represents, because it intrudes on their own symbolic base of legitimacy. This will particularly be the case in states where non-alignment or outright ideological opposition to the West generally, and the US specifically, is important.
Autonomy
States that are in competition with the US (and with the states that support American hegemony), or those that would prefer a more multipolar regional or global order are more likely to oppose the informalization of governance, and the PSI specifically, because informalization gives a strong advantage to the existing powers and a great deal of leeway to intrude on national sovereignty. It therefore diminishes the policy autonomy of other states.
Empirical Analysis
To explore these hypotheses, we present a set of small case studies that consist of influential states, which vary between supporting and abstaining from PSI, ordered from typical to non-typical. We have ensured that there is variance in the extent to which these states generally expressed preferences for formal institutional solutions, where the puzzle of the states that strongly support them (the so-called 'good citizens') signing up for an initiative such as the PSI is one of the initial motivations for this article. Moreover, we have ensured that variation existed in terms of the level of direct threat these states experienced from nuclear states, either from within or outside their region. We focus on a group of countries that are in the position either to support or undermine the PSI's mission, and thereby also representative of the greater population of states affected by the PSI. We acknowledge that our cases are limited and that many of them correlate in multiple dimensions. This means that it is difficult to assign a single cause as a driver of state behaviour regarding the PSI. However, this will be a problem for any selection of states that takes these dimensions into account. As we work through the distinct cases, we are confident that we can infer plausible national hierarchies of strategic preferences and exclude certain motivations, by leveraging cases that share certain characteristics against each other. One final remark: we do not carry out in-depth investigations of causal mechanisms in individual cases-the nature of policy processes, and the extent to which policymakers are articulate about the choices, do not concern us here. We are also not interested in analysing the shapes and forms of the narratives of counter-hegemony-we take them at face value. In our discussion of these three broad groups of motives to support or oppose (or abstain from) the PSI, we take for granted that to some degree states will pursue security, influence, and autonomy. Assuming that all three are important to them, however, we also assume that we can infer from their choices concerning specific policies exactly which motives seem to have been more decisive. After this discussion of the cases, we offer an alternative and simpler explanation centred on US allies that we ultimately reject based on the evidence.
United States
Before we discuss the responses of other states to the American-initiated PSI, we illustrate these arguments through the US, and how it relates to the trade-offs between security, autonomy, and influence. To begin with, in terms of US security, PSI measures are likely to impede the access of 'rogue states'. The suspected linkages between these states and extremist non-state actors were most explicitly expressed in speeches and texts by members of the George W. Bush administration, but in fact were and are also present in statements of the Clinton and Obama administrations.
Previous policies are considered unlikely to deter these actors, because, as the 2002 NSS put it, the US is no longer facing 'a generally status quo, risk-averse adversary', where 'deterrence was an effective defence'. 56 Nor was this simply an expression of the more unilateralist and pre-emptive leanings of the George W. Bush administration: the 2010 NSS strategy of the Obama administration similarly argued that 'violent extremists' may not be deterred by American nuclear weapons. 57 The point is that, as the premier nuclear power, to maintain its influence the US has every incentive to prevent new states accessing weapons. Even though the security of the US is itself arguably not directly threatened by proliferation of nuclear weapons to states such as North Korea and Iran, there are broader perceived US national interests in East Asia and the Persian Gulf. The PSI allows the US the option of using its preponderance to counter proliferation without the constraints of the more institutionalized non-proliferation frameworks. The desire for flexibility was signalled in the policy documents of the George W. Bush administration. As the 2002 NSS expresses it, more flexible, more 'effective', and less constraining 'coalitions of the willing' 'can augment these permanent institutions', although the latter should be 'taken seriously' and are 'not to be undertaken symbolically to rally support for an ideal without furthering its attainment ' . 58 Yet, the 2010 NSS, published by the Obama The Chinese Journal of International Politics, 2016, Vol. 9, No. 1administration, is similarly filled with references to the inadequacies of an international architecture that risks becoming out-dated, and suggests seizing 'new opportunities', 59 and the 2015 NSS reiterates 'keeping nuclear materials from terrorists and preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons remains a high priority'. 60 Such statements are unsurprising: as the most powerful state, the formal multilateral frameworks in the short term primarily impede the US's room to manoeuvre. In short, US support for the PSI seems fairly self-explanatory. What is noteworthy, however, is that by choosing such informal approaches, the US risks undermining long-term acceptance of US power. In short, the same logic of costs and risks that institutions hold to in signalling intent to other states is present for the US.
Support for the PSI
United Kingdom
The UK is the most typical case of a supporter of the PSI: the UK benefits from the PSI-both its security and its influence as a nuclear state-while its relationship with the US diminishes the risks of US preponderance. The PSI improves British security as it impedes the access of rogue states and extremist organizations to nuclear weapons, and thereby diminishes the risk of proliferation in the Middle East (that might be accelerated by an Iranian nuclear programme). Proliferation certainly has impact on the UK's perceived national interests in the greater Middle Eastern region. It also assists with long publically stated preferences for a nuclear-free world. Less charitably, the prevention of nuclear proliferation underlines British membership of the select club of nuclear powers, even though nuclear weapons may have been de-emphasized in British security policy over past decades. 61 The Blair government's policy was to have a 'minimum deterrent', and 'to see a safer world in which there is no place for nuclear weapons'. 62 The deterrent receives more attention in more recent texts, although they reiterate the minimalist approach. 63 Insofar as the UK is a supporter of American hegemony, support for the PSI is complementary to supporting American preferences and strengthening its hegemonic position in regions which are less accessible to British power. The PSI also offers greater effectiveness, and fits a broader trend in British foreign and defence policy towards more effective and less institutionalized solutions to both short-term and long-term crises. The 2003 White Paper expressed similar impatience with the UN as that found in American texts in the aftermath of the Iraq crisis. 64 However, support for the PSI limits British autonomy vis-à-vis the US to a certain extent (due to the power differential between them), and British support for the PSI, therefore, suggests support for American hegemony. Japan Japan is a reasonably typical case for PSI support, as it clearly benefits from the PSI in several important ways. Like Germany, however, there are several facets of the informal nature of the PSI that are problematic, in view of Japan's preference for formal international frameworks. Japan benefits from the PSI for security reasons: the measures inherent in the PSI are designed to counter precisely the kind of proliferation that most directly threatens Japanese territory-namely the access of North Korea to improved nuclear technology and the means to effectively deliver it. The 2013 National Security Strategy is explicit about the 'threat posed by progress in nuclear and missile development by North Korea', as well as 'mindful of future trends in the balance of nuclear forces in the Asia-Pacific region together with the rapid advancement of military technologies'. 65 Beyond direct threats to Japanese security, increased
North Korean access to nuclear weapons risks upsetting the larger regional stability, changing the status of South Korea, and perhaps changing the overall calculations of the US in terms of the risks it is willing to take in protecting Japan. Japan is not a nuclear state, although is protected by the extended deterrence of the US. 66 Moreover, it is generally considered to be the state with the shortest time horizon towards achieving nuclear status, and the least latent of the possible new nuclear states. 67 The established Japanese cultural taboo against nuclear weapons-its historical status as the only state that has experienced their use 68 -applies here in two ways: it undermines the development of a Japanese nuclear weapon-though that might be changing 69 -but it also
gives Japan a strong general non-proliferation stance. 70 This stance in turn makes the increased effectiveness of the PSI measures much more attractive. Japan's traditional support of US hegemony ensures that the PSI is complementary to its broader policies. The PSI is problematic for Japan for other reasons, to do with its strong preference for formal institutions, which has become embedded in its strategic culture. 71 Formal institutions have strengthened Japan's position in light of the constraints on more traditional and assertive uses of its power, and this specifically applies to its crucial relationship with the US. Moreover, formalization strengthens the ability of Japan to contain the rising power of China, and allows Japan to bind the US closer to it and its interests. Though Japan probably has the most convincing case for support of the PSI, as it meets nearly all the criteria established above, that support still forces Japanese policymakers to make troubling and complex trade-offs.
France
France is a less typical case of a supporter of the PSI, considering its past resistance to US preponderance, although it benefits from the PSI in several ways. To begin with, the PSI accomplishes several French security objectives: it impedes the access of 'regional powers' to nuclear weapons, specifically Iran. 72 The 2013 White Paper argues that the 'lessons of the 1990s' 73 show the need for a PSI that supplements the other tools available to the international community. Nuclear weapons might not threaten France directly, but would certainly change the strategic calculations in the Middle East, where French policymakers perceive significant national interests. Deterrence is still central to the French stated strategy 74 as 'the ultimate guarantee of national security and independence'. 75 Precisely because of the continued centrality of nuclear weapons to French grand strategy, French policymakers should perceive greater benefits of belonging to a selective club of nuclear powers, and the prestige and political room to manoeuvre this provides. It should therefore seek to maintain this selectiveness. The PSI fits the general French drift towards more flexible and less formalized solutions to problems, and impatience with the current reticence on the part of its European neighbours in favour of the US and UK, the other ambitious western powers. 76 Examples of this Historically, France cannot be considered a straightforward supporter of American hegemony, having designed most of its security policies according to an 'allied, but not aligned' paradigm. 79 From General De Gaulle onwards, French policymakers have consistently sought a more multipolar global order and the formal multilateral means to constrain US power; 80 giving the US more room to manoeuvre by removing the constraints of the formalized frameworks seems to contradict these policies. Yet, at the time of the PSI's creation, French-American relations were at a nadir over Iraq.
France has arguably maintained a relatively hands-off approach to the US up to the present, the return to the NATO integrated structures and military cooperation with the US notwithstanding. If the non-proliferation measures are designed specifically with Iran and North Korea in mind, it is remarkable that, in contrast to the Americans and the British, French policymakers do seem to believe that its nuclear weapons can deter most actors from preventing 'state-originated aggression against the vital interests of the country, from whatever direction and in whatever form'. 81 French support for the PSI instead seems to be shaped by the desire to keep the nuclear club selective, and that these motives override traditional formalized international preferences.
Germany
Germany is a reasonably typical case of a supporter for the PSI although, like Japan, this contradicts its support for formal institutional frameworks, but then its security interests are less at stake. Germany largely shared the threat perceptions of its allies, but to a lesser degree. Similar to those of the other Western states, the German texts after September 11 stress the threat of state and non-state actors seeking to acquire WMDs and the means to deliver these. However, the 2003 and 2006 documents consider non-proliferation institutions as the most effective instruments to prevent and contain the threat 82 and, crucially, consider that 'credible deterrence, backed up by defence, policing, and intelligence measures to prevent proliferation, plus effective control of exports, remain important elements for containing this risk', especially when backed by 'arms control, disarmament, and contractual agreements on the non-proliferation of WMD'. 83 Germany has so far displayed The
. Consequently, policymakers do not emphasize how German interests could be threatened by a changing balance of power in the Middle East, or at least do so to a much lesser degree than British and French policymakers. 84 With regard to diminishing influence due to proliferation, Germany is not a nuclear power but it should be considered as having a latent capability to become one. 85 Furthermore, Germany is protected by the extended deterrence that American, British, and French nuclear weapons offer. Together, these factors put Germany, though uncomfortable with nuclear weapons, among the powers that should prefer the group of nuclear powers to remain as selective and limited as it now is. In fact, stated German policy has been strongly anti-nuclear for decades, and there is a strong societal push towards seeking the general abolishment of nuclear weapons.
86 Germany has also generally been one of the strongest supporters of American hegemony, and stated policy towards the transatlantic relationship is that it is the most central relationship in the German foreign policy outlook, despite lingering resentment over Iraq and the PRISM spying scandal.
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However, there are certain theoretical problems to do with German support for the PSI. That most important is the manner in which informalization of non-proliferation measures undermines the preference for formalized multilateral institutions, which has been the bedrock of German policy since World War II.
88 This is not merely a question of idealism or strategic culture on the part of German policymakers, though these are important tendencies: 89 formal frameworks have given Germany the means to legitimately use its economic power while forsaking more traditional means of asserting itself-meaning military capabilities, including nuclear weapons. Germany has not built up the resources or shown ambition to take a more autonomous and assertive course, 90 and this puts it at a disadvantage vis-à -vis the US and its nuclear empowered neighbours in Europe. German policy should prevent the undermining of constraints on US power. This suggests that German preferences are strongly shaped by a strong general non-proliferation stance and/or a great dependence on US power and trust in the benign nature of its intentions.
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Russia Although Russia supports the PSI, it is an atypical and puzzling case due to its explicit stance against US hegemony. Russia became a PSI participant in 2004, but decided to keep a low profile. While Russia did not participate in any PSI exercises, the PSI themes became salient in other frameworks, such as the NATO-Russia Council. 92 Outwardly, the PSI meets several Russian interests. Foremost, proliferation of nuclear weapons undermines Russia's position as a great power, given the particular importance to Russia of nuclear weapons. Russia continues to consider itself a 21st century power, but it has a narrow power base, certainly as compared to the economic and demographic advantages of China and the other Asian powers. Nuclear weapons and membership of the nuclear club thus remain important status symbols for Russia, On the other hand, the PSI is unlikely to challenge any of Russia's strategic interests, and Russia's participation remains a low-cost, low-risk activity. Participation suggests that Russia is intently focused on maintaining its relative advantage in military and nuclear issues, the only sphere of international politics in which it can still compete. Further testimony to this conclusion is the fact that the country continues to participate in the PSI despite tensions with the West over Ukraine. Russia sent experts to the most recent PSI Operational Experts Group meeting in Canada, but the Canadian government refused to issue them with visas. In response, Russia labelled the Canadian government's decision as a 'hostile action' and referred to itself as 'a key partner in the fight against the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and a full member of the PSI'. 96 Abstention from the PSI Brazil Brazilian abstention from the PSI is hardly surprising, considering its relative security and stance on the US power. Brazil is not directly affected by the access of 'rogue states' and terrorists to nuclear weapons. It is only recently that Brazilian policymakers have started seeing strategic interests in the Middle East, and so far see few in Asia. 97 Access by Iran and North Korea to nuclear materials, therefore, is not a major issue for Brazil. However, Brazil has been playing a more pronounced role in global non-proliferation debates, and Brazilian governments have made sure their voices are heard on a number of issues related to either the Iranian nuclear programme or the future of global nuclear supply. 98 In interviews with one of the authors, Brazilian officials expressed that Brazil's participation would be politically beneficial to the PSI, but that the country's preference for formal non-proliferation mechanisms inhibits the possibility of participating in the PSI. Under President Lula, Brazil's voice on the international stage has become more explicitly counter-hegemonic, focused on limiting the influence of the United States in global governance, especially in the Western Hemisphere. 99 One of the main goals of Brazil's non-proliferation policy has been to develop an independent profile and avoid any associations with the US, a factor also remarked upon by US diplomats. 100 Moreover, Brazil has incentive, at minimum, not to accept any further limitations on its own possible access to nuclear weapons, even though at the moment there is no desire to acquire them.
South Africa
South Africa, similarly, is an obvious case for abstention from the PSI: like Brazil it is relatively isolated from security threats resulting from proliferation, and it has an uneasy attitude towards US power. South Africa's behaviour is puzzling if one accepts the narrative of South Africa as a non-proliferation norm promoter and 'a poster child', 101 long on the forefront of non-proliferation efforts. Moreover, South Africa is the single example of a state that has voluntarily given up its own nuclear weapons programme. However, South African non-proliferation policies have recently been strongly tainted with anti-American anti-imperialism, which was the driving force behind the country's nuclear policy. 102 Constraining US influence and its ability to incur on the sovereignty of other states fits the post-apartheid South African predilection for asserting its own symbolic legitimacy within the Global South. While expressing concern in their rhetoric at the risks of nuclear proliferation, in recent years South African policymakers became more associated with nuclear disarmament and the rights of states to access nuclear materials. 103 The dominant self-perception of South Africa is that of a rising power at the forefront of a major global governance shift giving more power to countries in the Global South. 104 The decision-making process of the PSI, dominated by the US and nations friendly to it, remains a major obstacle for South Africa, and explains its otherwise puzzling behaviour. South Africa was one of the main locations of AQ Khan's production, and South African authorities were instrumental in bringing the network down. Yet, the local culprits received only very light sentences, or immunity in exchange for providing information about the network. 105 South Africa continues to be a staunch supporter of Iran in international forums. 106 Separately, South African domestic security apparatus appeared not overly concerned with terrorism threats, even amid rumours that South Africa is becoming an important security-risk nexus. 107 
India
In contrast to Brazil and South Africa, India is a counterintuitive case of abstention from the PSI, considering its own nuclear status and the security risks in its region. Although India participated as an observer in some PSI exercises, it did not endorse the Principles. Indian non-participation is puzzling, because India is located in a highly insecure strategic environment in flux, where nuclear weapons continue to be a grave concern. 108 The PSI could also be instrumental to addressing another of India's worries, namely the possibility of non-state actors' access to nuclear weapons. 109 Specifically in light of its continuing rivalry with Pakistan, India stands to gain from strict and effective control of the spread of nuclear weapons to terrorist organizations. In terms of its larger regional concerns, India has also made clear that it wishes there to be 'no new nuclear powers' in the region, a very strong hint to Iran, another PSI target.
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As a nuclear state, India benefits from keeping the group of nuclear states selective, though it has resisted such pressures in its own past. While India has been historically opposed to the NPT and the current non-proliferation order, considering it a tool of established (if not Western) powers, it has recently moved away from outright opposition to the NPT. 111 Indeed, Indian government has come out in support of the abolition of nuclear weapons. Moreover, the PSI could theoretically fit India's new 'predilection for global governance by oligarchy', 112 and diminishing preference for formalized institutions. All these factors should make India a poster child supporter of the PSI. However, worries persist among Indian policymakers that the PSI could be used against the country should a major policy shift take place in the US, despite US assurances that WMD-related cargo to India (along with Pakistan and Israel) will not be targeted by the PSI. 113 One way to do so would be through the little-known Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Navigation (SUA Convention), wherein the 2005 Protocol prohibits transport of nuclear materials not under safeguards pursuant to an International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement, which India (as an NPT-non-party) does not have. 114 More importantly, engagement in the PSI is seen by many Indian officials as entangling India in American policies, bringing it closer to an alliance. In light of India's historically strong position on non-alignment and anti-imperialism, Indian policymakers are apprehensive that such a move would amount to domestic political suicide. Existing formal frameworks-including the NPT-are seen as disproportionately benefitting US power. Last but not least, India believes that ship-boarding by third countries in the Indian Ocean encroaches on Indian primacy therein, which is a core Indian strategic interest. 115 The available evidence suggests that distrust in the US-if not outright resistance to US hegemonyand the broader desire to maintain autonomy drive Indian priorities towards rejecting cooperation with the PSI as long as this is perceived as implying an unequal relationship. 116 
China
The lack of support from China for the PSI is similarly puzzling, as the PSI would benefit Chinese security and status goals. China, similar to India, was long opposed to the existing nonproliferation regime, and only later came to appreciate and embrace it, although it never precluded China from expansion and modernization of its own arsenal. 117 It is true that China's re-in North Korea-a prime PSI target-or in the Middle East, if Iran acquired a nuclear device.
118
The escalation of North Korean policies in particular would risk necessitating Chinese involvement, thereby undermining the cautious manner in which China has risen and attempted to build up and modernize its armed forces. The PSI could hence be considered a tool to curb its irresponsible ally, without directly intervening in its affairs. Moreover, as an existing nuclear weapon power, China benefits in terms of its status as member of a closed and select nuclear club. Despite these benefits as regards security and influence, China opposes the PSI because it views it as a raw and unconstrained assertion of American power. China is most explicitly concerned about the transparency and consequences of interdiction procedures at the heart of the PSI, which could impede the passage of Chinese ships in the territorial waters of PSIendorsing states. 119 But the PSI is considered a broader impingement on Chinese sovereignty and great power status. The 2003 Chinese white paper on non-proliferation maintained that 'either the improvement of the existing regime or the establishment of a new regime should be based on the universal participation of all countries and on their decisions made through a democratic process'. 120 China adopted similar language at the 2005 NPT Review
Conference: 'Unilateralism and double standard practice on non-proliferation issues should be discarded. [ . . . ] Issues of proliferation concern should be addressed through dialogue and cooperation on equal basis rather than confrontation and exerting pressure.' 121 This language is in direct opposition to the PSI spirit, which was at that time driven by a hard core of 11
118 International Crisis Group, 'The Iran Nuclear Issue: The View from Beijing', Asia Briefing N 100, 2010, http://www.crisisgroup.org//media/Files/asia/north-east-asia/ countries, and is until today dominated by the Operational Experts Group. Support for the PSI therefore risks undermining the constraints currently placed on the United States.
Conclusion
In these brief case descriptions we have structured what we think are the main motives for supporting or abstaining from the PSI. Our findings are summarized in Table 1 . We propose that, on a fundamental level, states should be predisposed to support the PSI as another tool in the box to halt proliferation and improve security. Alternatively, states should simultaneously worry about weakening the legitimacy of established formal frameworks. However, we argue that states take a more complex set of calculations between motives into account. We have found that a number of clear patterns emerge, in spite of the often contradictory behaviour of several of the states towards the PSI. To begin with, nuclear or nuclear-capable states are, unsurprisingly, likelier to support the PSI, as are states protected by the extended deterrence of their allies. These states intuitively seek to limit the nuclear club and maintain the status quo, and China and India, therefore, are clear and striking exceptions. Similarly, states that feel threatened by states-especially regional threats-seeking access to nuclear weapons are more likely to seek the short-term effective approach to curbing proliferation. However, this second motivation is strongly shaped by these, and diminishing constraints on it. It is the interaction between these two elements that reveals the relative priorities in the calculations of policymakers. What is most remarkable is that support for the PSI-or lack thereof-seems totally unrelated to whether states strongly support formal institutions as a matter of course.
In short, security and status are decisive if policymakers feel under no threat of losing their policymaking autonomy to American power, and believe that cooperation with the US would increase their influence over it-predominantly the Western states. The reverse largely seems to hold for those that want to maintain autonomy, and are consequently willing to sacrifice security, or if they have a strong non-proliferation stance.
The cases examined in this article show these, often at first glance, counterintuitive logics at work. The UK and Japan each offer convincing cases for support of the PSI. Mainly, suggests that the order will be less stabilized by international organizations than it was in previous decades, under the then-prevailing conditions of bipolarity and unipolarity. No longer will the 'shadow of the future' contain the dynamics of international competition, thereby undermining a long sustained period of institutionalization and stabilization. The PSI might, therefore, represent an unwelcome shape of things to come. 
